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subterranean homesick blues wikipedia - subterranean homesick blues is a song by bob dylan recorded on january 14
1965 and released as a single by columbia records catalogue number 43242 on march 8 it was the lead track on the album
bringing it all back home released some two weeks later it was dylan s first top 40 hit in the united states peaking at number
39 on the billboard hot 100, dylan cover albums various artists a h - dylan cover albums with the songs of bob dylan
performed by various artists these may be recorded specifically as tribute albums or compilations of previously recorded
tracks, greatest stories ever told desolation row grateful dead - a new book is coming out very soon from simon
schuster who are also my publishers it s a collection of the lyrics of bob dylan in a definitive edition complete with variant
versions of the words scholarly essays and possibly some degree of annotation the working title for several months, like a
rolling stone by bob dylan songfacts - this was the only song on the album produced by tom wilson who produced dylan
s second album the freewheelin bob dylan wilson had been a jazz producer and was brought in to replace john hammond,
playboy interview bob dylan interferenza net - playboy interview bob dylan a candid conversation with the visionary
whose songs changed the times it was in march 1966 that playboy published the first full length interview with bob dylan,
bob dylan expecting rain archives 2018a - bob dylan expecting rain is one of the pioneer sites on the web dealing with
bob dylan his music influences records including unofficial ones and the latest concert reviews most of the material has
appeared on the net in the rec music dylan newsgroup there is also a dylanchat and the bdx an exhibition of dylan art by
dylan fans the bob dylan who s who contains information on
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